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ABSTRACT
In most discussions on ‘structural mathematics’ in the visual arts, in architecture
and other design areas, structure is understood as the study of relations on fixed and
indivisible parts of an object. In this paper, a new kind of methodological approach is
proposed according to which a particular type of structure, namely topological struc-
ture or topology, is studied in terms of interpretations of the appearance of shapes.
In traditional branches of mathematics, topology is built upon the classical theory
of point-sets. In the proposed approach, topology is built upon the theory of shape
originating in the shape grammar formalism in which shapes are formalized as picto-
rial objects without points, and are manipulated in a manner analogous to physical
drawings and models. A number of classical topological concepts are defined from
the ground up directly with shapes without points, including the concepts of basis,
continuity and connectedness. The material in this paper has many uses in research
topics related to the formal analysis and evaluation of aesthetic objects, analytical
studies on the calculational properties of shape grammars and the development of
models of aesthetic measure.
KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction
The abstract idea of structure is a recurring theme in the description and analysis of
designs in the visual arts, architecture, city planning, and other design areas. There are
many ways to talk about structure and its explanatory value lies in the context where
it is employed. To give a simple basis on what might be implied when talking about
structure, one may say that the structure of an object comes usually as an answer to the
question ‘What is it made of?’ (This appears in an article on ‘structuralism’ in [24].)
There are at least two extreme takes on possible answers to this question, depending
on how one views the given object. Suppose the object of interest is viewed as an
analyzed thing (i.e. not ‘amorphous’), whose parts are all strictly distinguishable from
one another. In describing what the object is made of, one is led to restrict attention to
the interconnections and interdependencies of those distinguishable parts as opposed
to determining what these parts are in the first place. On the other hand, if the object
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of interest comes unanalyzed, say as a pictorial or spatial object—drawings, sketches,
paintings, physical models are examples of such objects—then the more interesting
question appears: how do you determine what the object is made of? One way to
answer this question, a way that is close to what people in art, architecture, and
design are accustomed to, is to think of structure as the output or the byproduct of an
interpretation of the appearance of the object—an interpretation of the way it ‘looks.’
In other words, to derive structure from appearance.
This paper is about a particular type of structure, namely topological structure
or topology, and is concerned with how this structure can be defined and studied in
terms of interpretations of the appearance of pictorial and spatial objects, in partic-
ular, shapes. In mathematics, in the subject of general topology (point-set theoretic
topology), ‘shapes’ are considered as sets of points of an ambient space with standard
structure (e.g. Euclidean space R3), from where they inherit their topological proper-
ties [21]. (The area of geometric modeling in computer graphics and Computer-Aided
Design is a well-known example of this approach; for example, see [23].) This is not
the view of shapes I take in this paper. Here, I consider shapes as objects that are
analogous to drawings and physical models. Shapes, like concrete/material drawings,
have finite extension and are made up of pictorial elements (lines and planes) or three
dimensional spatial elements (solids). In principle, the shapes that you can draw or
make, see and touch. These are what artists, designers, architects, engineers use in
the early stages of the creative process to develop ideas about composition and form,
to design buildings, structures, paintings, sculptures and other aesthetic objects. The
goal in this paper is to work out topological concepts directly in terms of such shapes,
without the need of a prespecified (ambient) structured space.
Topology is understood here as a mathematical device for introducing a structural
description on a shape, as well as a way of formalizing certain mathematical properties
of this structural description. To define a topology on a given shape, one does not
need to assume that the shape comes already analyzed into points, that is to say
fixed parts or ‘atoms’ —the answer to the question ‘What is it made of?’ is anything
else but determinate for shapes. (For example, in how many ways can you describe
a picture?) Instead, in this paper, shapes are treated as unanalyzed objects, without
points. Topology can be defined on a given shape without points using an interpretation
of its appearance: a topological structure can be determined in terms of the specific
parts that one chooses to recognize in the shape, i.e. the parts that one chooses to see
in it.
This pictorial and designerly approach to the study of topological structure on
shapes is distinct from existing mathematical approaches due to its clear change in
the underlying object of study: from abstract/immaterial sets of points, to shapes
without points that behave as concrete/material objects (drawings, and the like). It is
not, however, without precedent. The formalization of shapes as unanalyzed objects
without points, originates in the theory of computation in design developed around
the shape grammar formalism [25]. The inherent ‘structurelessness’ of shapes and the
possibility of interpreting their appearances in indefinitely many ways, have been key
inspiration to many theoretical developments in calculating in design, aesthetics, art
and architecture, with important applications for design practice and education ([29]
provides the latest monograph on the subject).
Shapes, within the shape grammar formalism, have also inspired the development
of mathematical ideas that are not founded on numbers or sets of points, but founded
directly on shapes. A major part of the developments of what we could call, in the
informal sense, ‘mathematics of shapes,’ are the so-called algebras of shapes Ui [26, 27].
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At their very basis, the algebras answer the question of how to perform calculations
(operations, such as addition and product, and transformations) with pictorial and
spatial elements. Contributions to the algebras of shapes have been at a remarkably
detailed level, showing that a change from sets of points (or numbers) to shapes, comes
with striking consequences on how we understand calculating within design and the
arts. Diverse algebraic constructs are now available, including algebras for shapes with
labels and weights [11, 26, 27], algebras for boundaries of shapes [7, 29] and algebras
for decompositions of shapes [15, 16], to name a few.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the algebras of shapes is the fact that they
have acquired over the years an ‘exclusive portraiture.’ The various algebraic defini-
tions and associated constructions have been worked out from the ground up directly
for shapes. Unlike with algebra, such a portraiture is missing for the subject of topol-
ogy on shapes. Research papers in the past have mostly focused on spotlighting limi-
tations of information-processing systems for designers, which are exclusively based on
preselected structural descriptions for shapes (e.g. [9, 14, 28]). Other research studies
that are more closely related to the study of topology on shapes (e.g. [7, 15]), are pri-
marily using existing constructions from general topology and locale theory (point-free
topology), but throw little light on how topological constructions may actually change
or be modified if one completely replaces sets of points with shapes. In other words, a
more challenging pursuit remains open, that is to work out topology from the ground
up directly with shapes. As the algebras proved to be instrumental for a number of
topics arising in the pursuit of a calculational basis for design and creation, a more in
depth and systematic study of topology on shapes can play an equally important role
in supporting research that involves, in one way or another, an interplay between the
structure and appearance of shapes.
My purpose in this paper is to develop a finite topology on shapes formed with
basic elements of the algebras Ui, for i > 0, that is to say shapes without points. I
define a number of classical topological constructions directly for such shapes, including
the concepts of basis, continuity, and topological connectedness. While many of these
concepts are traditionally expressed in terms of the points of a topological space, for
shapes they are expressed only in terms of embedding relations between visible parts
of a shape and are naturally driven by pictorial and designerly intuitions. In Section 2,
I provide an overview of the algebras of shapes Ui, which is the theory of shape upon
which topology is built in this paper. I give particular emphasis on the part relation
for shapes in an algebra Ui, when i > 0, which is the main formal mechanism used
for interpreting the appearance of shapes in terms of their visible parts, and drives
all topological constructions developed throughout this paper. The technical content
concerning finite topology on shapes without points is in Sections 3 through 7. In
the last section of this paper, I discuss the contributions of this work within a broader
context, highlighting the reasons for considering the study of topology on shapes—and
of ‘mathematics of shapes’ in general—independently from more traditional branches
of mathematics.
What ultimately animates this study on topology on shapes are the rich possibilities
lying at the fluid interface between the appearance of shapes and their possible struc-
tures. Most discussions concerning ‘structural mathematics’ in architecture, design,
and art, are derivatives of a very particular way of understanding structure, namely,
as the study of relations on fixed and indivisible parts of an object. An example from
architecture and urban design, among many others with similar flavor, is the work pre-
sented in [1] on the determination of the relations between organizational components
of a village; similar ideas are outlined in [2], concerning the so-called ‘atoms’ (relations)
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of environmental structure. An intellectual history of the chronic attachment of the
design and architectural fields with this particular way of understanding structure can
be found in [31]. Evidently, it is not only characteristic of the design fields to mathe-
matize the structure of objects in this manner. More generally, it is a characteristic of
the mathematical study of many kinds of social and cultural phenomena that involve
‘human affairs;’ for example, see [3].
It is hoped that this paper brings into awareness that structure can be studied
mathematically but yet in a way that retains pictorial and designerly intuitions, leav-
ing room for talking about the structure of an object as something that results from
interpretations of its appearance. Such an approach shows a new way of doing mathe-
matics within art and design, in which the canonical objects upon which mathematical
constructions are built are directly inspired and extracted from art and design. At the
same time, it gives a set of mathematical constructions applicable to a wide variety of
research topics within the visual arts, architecture and related areas of spatial design,
including the formal analysis and evaluation of aesthetic objects, analytical studies
on the calculational properties of shape grammars, and the development of models of
aesthetic measure.
2. Background: shapes and visual calculating
2.1. Shapes and algebras Ui
Traditionally, the beginning point of general topology, finite combinatorial topology,
and other branches of topology in modern mathematics, is the classical theory of
point-sets (e.g. [6, 17, 18, 20, 21]). In this paper, topology is built on the theory of
shape that originates in the shape grammar formalism [25, 29]. In this section, I treat
those topics of the theory, and only those, that will be needed in Sections 3 through
7 of this paper. I provide an elementary and rather informal overview of the theory,
with relatively few technical arguments. For further background and more technical
coverages, see [7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 25, 29, 30].
In the shape grammar formalism, shapes are understood in a manner analogous
to how artists, designers or architects use drawings and physical models in practice,
especially in the early stages of the creative process. Thus, the theory of shape is driven
by intuitions coming from design and the visual arts.
Shapes have finite spatial extension and are made up of basic elements of a single
kind: either points, lines, planes, or solids. These are things like those in Figure 1. The
first three—points, lines, and planes—are pictorial elements, and we can easily draw
them on a sheet of paper. Solids, the last object in the figure, make the shapes of real,
physical things. We can visualize solids in a drawing, as in the drawing in Figure 1,
but the drawing itself is made with lines and planes (not solids). Shapes made with
lines, planes or solids are unanalyzed objects, that is to say without points, and have
parts that can be seen in many ways.
Shapes are formalized in the algebras Ui, for i ≥ 0, originally invented for purposes
of calculation with shape grammars [26, 27]. The standard classification of the algebras
is in terms of basic elements: i = 0 for points, i = 1 for lines, i = 2 for planes, and i =
3 for solids. Some of the properties of those basic elements are summarized in Table
1. Shapes made with other kinds of basic elements, for example, curves or surfaces
can also be considered to extend the algebras of shapes—the visual/spatial intuitions,
however, remain the same ([29] provides further elaboration on this point).
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Figure 1. Examples of basic elements for shapes: points, lines, planes and solids. Note that solids stand for
real, three-dimensional objects. This figure shows a drawing of solids, where the drawing itself is made up of
lines and planes.
Three things define an algebra of shapes. First, the shapes themselves. A shape is
a finite arrangement (a set) of basic elements of a certain kind, which are maximal
with respect to each other. Second, an embedding or part relation denoted with ≤
that drives the operations of sum (+), product (·) and difference (-) and enables
recognition of parts in any given shape. Three, transformations, for changing a shape
into others. The standard case are the Euclidean transformations, but the algebras
allow linear transformations and possibly other kinds, too. I focus on the first two
of these characteristics of the algebras, for they underlie all topological constructions
developed later on.
Table 1. Properties of basic elements.
Basic element Dimension Boundary Content Part relation
Point 0 none none identity
Line 1 two points length partial order
Plane 2 three or more lines area partial order
Solid 3 four or more planes volume partial order
A shape is uniquely defined by the set of its maximal elements [25]:
The smallest set containing the biggest basic elements that combine to form the shape.
Given a shape in Ui, for any i, one can follow a precise algorithmic procedure to
reduce the shape to its maximal elements. The interested reader may refer to [25, 29]
for technical details. An intuitive way to understand maximality is by analogy to how
skilled draftsmen make line drawings, either manually or with the help of a computer.
To make a line drawing, a draftsman draws the ‘biggest lines’ containing all lines of the
drawing (this is a standard practice for students in design schools). The fewest such
lines needed to complete the drawing, precisely correspond to the maximal elements
of the drawing. Figure 2 shows examples of shapes made with points, lines and planes
and their corresponding maximal elements.
Shapes are always kept in their maximal element representation, even when certain
parts of them are recognized and manipulated separately in computations with shape
grammars. This point requires emphasis, for it is what gives shapes their pictorial
and designerly character. That shapes are defined by their maximal elements (and
only those), means that there are no ‘layered’ or hidden parts in a shape. Essentially,
shapes are like flat physical drawings (or like real, physical models, in the case of
solids) and are meant to be manipulated as such in calculations.
The embedding or part relation (≤), enabled by the maximal element representation
of shapes, is the main relation used to describe a shape in terms of parts, for all basic
elements in the algebras Ui. However, the part relation for shapes with points (U0)
does not behave in the same way as for shapes without points (Ui, when i > 0).
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Figure 2. Shapes made with points, lines, and planes and their corresponding maximal elements.
The only point that is part of another point is the point itself. A point is like a
drawing that has no proper nonempty parts, regardless of how the point looks (for
more on this, see [4]). In the case of points, the part relation behaves as an identity
relation. For any given shape in an algebra U0, one can explicitly enumerate its parts
by forming groups of zero, one or more points; this is illustrated in Figure 3a, for a
shape made with three points.
In an algebra U0, a shape and its parts form a finite Boolean algebra whose atoms
are the individual points of the shape. This algebra has for bottom element a special
shape called the empty shape, denoted with 0, and for top element the shape itself.
The empty shape corresponds intuitively to a shape with no parts (an ‘erased shape’)
or a blank sheet of paper. For example, in Figure 3a, the shape and its parts form
a Boolean algebra of this kind: every part comes with its complement relative to the
shape, and the overall collection of parts is closed under finite sums (the operations of
sum and relative complement for shapes are explained a little later).
Shapes in an algebra Ui, when i > 0, are made up of basic elements that have
uncountably many basic elements of the same kind embedded in them. That is to say,
lines have parts that are lines of nonzero length, planes have parts that are planes of
nonzero area, etc. The content (measure) of a basic element other than a point is never
zero (nor is the content of its parts). In the case of basic elements of dimension i > 0,
the part relation has the properties of a partial order (see [25] for the mathematical
argument). For any given shape in an algebra Ui, when i > 0, one can trace, or equiv-
alently recognize or see, uncountably many different parts embedded in it (including,
but not limited to, its maximal parts) which are also shapes made up of basic elements
of the same kind as the shape itself. A graphical illustration is given in Figure 3b and
3c, for lines and planes.
In an algebra Ui, when i > 0, a shape and its parts form an infinite Boolean
algebra. As previously, every part in this algebra comes with its complement relative
to the shape, the overall algebra is closed under finite sums, the empty shape is the
bottom element and the shape itself is the top element. Unlike in shapes in an algebra
U0, however, this algebra is atomless and is also not complete—infinite sums do not
determine shapes necessarily [29, p. 208]. A connection between this infinite Boolean
algebra and a special class of topological spaces called Stone spaces, is discussed in
Section 7, alongside the topic of topological connectedness.
Even though shapes have uncountably many parts to see in them (when i > 0), they
are not themselves infinite objects: a shape does not come equipped with the set of
its parts given all at once! Instead, a shape is a finite object, always kept in maximal
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(b)
(c)
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Figure 3. (a) Shapes made with points have finitely many parts that can be determined by forming groups
of one or more points. (b), (c) Shapes made with lines or planes have uncountably many parts that we can
trace, or equivalently recognize, in them.
element representation, but it has a natural ability to be divisible indefinitely. Just
like real physical drawings or spatial material in design and the visual arts in general.
Intuitively, you choose parts by tracing them, or equivalently, seeing them. There may
be uncountably many to see, but each time you see finitely many of them—you do
not see infinitely many parts all at once. This distinguishing characteristic of shapes,
namely their potential for infinite divisibility and at the same time the finiteness in
their nature, is central to the topological constructions developed in this paper. A few
other background concepts are needed before we proceed.
All basic elements besides points have a unique boundary (Table 1). The boundary
of a basic element is made up of basic elements of exactly one dimension lower than
itself (e.g. the boundary of a line is formed by two points). This leads to the following
result: the boundary of a basic element is not a part of the basic element. More
generally, given a shape in an algebra Ui, for i > 0: (i) the boundary of the shape is a
shape made with basic elements of dimension i - 1, and (ii) this boundary shape is not
a part of the original shape. (For further elaboration on shapes and their boundaries,
see [7].)
The algebras Ui are closed under operations of sum (+), product (·), and difference
(-). These operations mimic very closely natural properties of drawings and their use
in practice by designers, artists and architects. The operations are formally defined in
terms of the part relation for shapes. (Details are given in [25]; see also [12, 13]).
Suppose S1 and S2 are two shapes, both made with the same kind of basic elements
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(e.g. S1 and S2 are both made with points, or both made with lines, etc.). Say that
S1 is part of S2, and denote it with S1 ≤ S2, if every maximal element of the first is
embedded in a maximal element of the second. An intuitive way to understand this is
by an analogy to manual drawing: draw S1 on top of S2 (i.e. superimpose it); if the
resulting drawing is S2, then S1 is part of S2—in this case, we say S1 ‘fuses’ within
S2. A brief description of sum, product and difference for shapes now follows.
Sum S1 + S2, is the unique shape formed by adding two shapes together; it corresponds to
the act of drawing shape S1 on top of S2. The resulting shape satisfies two conditions: (i) both
S1 and S2 are part of the sum, and every part of the sum has a part that is part of one shape
or the other. If S1 ≤ S2, then S1 + S2 = S2. We also have that S + S = S, for any shape S.
Difference S1 - S2, is the unique shape formed by subtracting from S1 all parts that are
shared with S2; it corresponds to the manual act of erasing parts from S1. Every part of the
difference is a part of S1 but not S2 (S2 - S1, is defined in an analogous manner).
Product S1 · S2, is the largest part shared with both S1 and S2, i.e. the largest part that
satisfies S1 · S2 ≤ S1 and S1 · S2 ≤ S2. Alternatively, the product is formed by the difference:
S1 · S2 = S1 - (S1 - S2). When two shapes share no parts, S1 · S2 is equal to the empty shape.
In this case, it also follows that S1 - S2 = S1 and S2 - S1 = S2. We also have that S · S = S,
for any given shape S.
An illustration of the three operations is given in Table 2 for shapes made with points,
lines and planes. Notice that for shapes made with points, the operations of sum,
product and difference coincide, respectively, with union, intersection and difference
for sets. Finally, shapes do not have ‘absolute’ complements because the algebras Ui
do not have a unit, i.e. there is no ‘universal shape’ [29, pp. 205–209]. A shape has
a complement only relative to a specific shape. The relative complement of shape S1
with respect to shape S2 is equal to the shape S2 - S1 (the relative complement of S2
with respect to S1 is defined analogously).
Table 2. Operations of sum, product and difference for shapes.
S1 S2 Sum Product Difference
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2.2. Aesthetic interpretation of shapes (and artworks)
The part relation in the algebras Ui is the driving force of calculations with shape
grammars. More than this, the part relation is the formal, mathematical mechanism
that enables the possibility for interpreting the appearance of shapes aesthetically.
Previously, it was mentioned that any shape is defined in terms of its maximal
elements. Maximal elements, however, are not the only parts that can be recognized
or perceived in a shape (whether individually or in combinations). The part relation
for basic elements of dimension i > 0 supports seeing beyond them. The following is
a consequence of that:
How a shape is defined is independent of how it is interpreted aesthetically.
Consider the shape made with lines in Figure 4a (basic elements of dimension i =
1). The maximal elements of this shape are shown in Figure 4b; there are eight lines.
Independently of those maximal elements, one can see within the same shape plenty
of others. For example, the shape shown in Figure 4c, drawn after Wassily Kandinsky
(this is from [10, p. 138]): each line of the shape on the right is part of a maximal
element of the shape on the left. Or perhaps the shapes in Figure 5. In fact, these
shapes can be embedded (or seen) in the same shape in multiple ways, for example,
as in Figure 6. Since basic elements of dimension greater than zero can be divided in
any number of ways into any number of parts, there are indefinitely many different
parts to recognize in any given shape—a graphical example of this is in Figure 7.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. (a) A shape made with lines and (b) the maximal elements of this shape. (c) An interpretation of
the appearance of the shape in (a) that results in a new shape that is part of the original one.
These examples are suggestive of a more general approach to the interpretation of
the appearance of a shape that is purely based on seeing (a full-fledged account of
this approach is given in [29]). Interpretation, as it is understood here, is the act of
describing the sensuous ‘surface’ of a shape: whatever it is that it appears to be doing
on its surface. It is about aesthetic interpretation, that is to say an interpretation of the
way the shape looks. An aesthetic interpretation can be understood as a description of
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Figure 5. Examples of parts embedded in the shape in Figure 4a.
the appearance of a shape in terms of certain parts—the parts that you choose to see
in it. For any shape without points, there can be indefinitely many different aesthetic
interpretations of its appearance, regardless of how this shape was put together to
begin with. To say this differently:
The parts used to make the shape are not necessarily the parts you choose to see in it.
This naturally connects with how artworks, especially the pictorial ones, are appreci-
ated by their different viewers. Things like drawings, sketches, paintings, visual com-
positions etc., are pictorial objects made with shapes the appearance of which can be
appreciated in terms of the parts that a viewer perceives in them. For example, the
drawing in Figure 8 by Paul Klee, is an arrangement of lines and curves. Like shapes,
Figure 6. Alternative ways of embedding shapes from Figure 5 in the same shape in Figure 4a. These
embeddings happen under different Euclidean transformations.
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Figure 7. Infinitely many parts of the shape in Figure 4a obtained by successive scalings of a part that looks
like a capital letter Y (Source: Redrawn from Stiny (2006)).
the appearance of this drawing can be interpreted in multiple ways, perhaps in terms
of the series of parts in Figure 9. Similarly, the drawing in Figure 10 by Pablo Picasso
can be considered as a composition of lines or a composition of planes, with a possible
interpretation in terms of the parts shown in Figure 11.
Figure 8. Model 32B as Unequal Halves via Linear Mediation of Straight Lines (1931), by Paul Klee, ink
on paper mounted on board, 45 x 58 cm.
These two examples are only suggestive of what is possible. Both of them show
aesthetic interpretations of artworks, where the visible surface of the artwork has been
treated as a shape without points. Interestingly enough, interpretations of this kind
can happen in an open ended manner for pretty much any aesthetic object (drawing,
painting, sculpture, building, etc.), independently of how this object was conceived
or made by its original artist. The parts that a viewer appreciates each time in an
aesthetic object—the same viewer multiple times, or multiple viewers at the same
time—are the parts that the viewer chooses to embed or recognize in it.
Any interpretation of the appearance of a shape (or an artwork for that matter),
can be said to impose a certain structure or organization on the appearance of the
shape. This structure is a result, a byproduct, of the parts that one perceives in the
shape (or artwork)—it is an invention of the viewer. This highlights two things: (i) the
same shape is a host of structures, each one invented from the parts that one chooses
to see in it, and (ii) any structure imposed on a shape as a result of an interpretation
11
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Figure 9. Interpretations of Klee’s artwork in terms of parts embedded in it.
Figure 10. Two Figures, Seated, after Pablo Picasso (1920), by Pablo Picasso, stencil, 21.4 x 26.7 cm. c© 2019
Estate of Pablo Picasso / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
Figure 11. Interpretations of Picasso’s artwork in Figure 9 in terms of parts embedded in it. The parts are
given as lines and as planes.
is not permanent but evanescent.
The main question that this paper tries to answer, is whether it is possible to define
and study topology on a shape based on interpretations of its appearance. How can
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the parts recognized in an aesthetic interpretation be used to define a topological
structure on the shape in terms of them? Given that such a topological structure
is possible, what are some of the mathematical properties that can be stated about
this structure? What modifications or adaptations of classical topological concepts are
necessary in order to accommodate shapes in their full pictorial and spatial capacity?
These questions are all examined in detail in the following pages of this paper.
3. Shape topology
3.1. Definition and the concept of open part
A topology for a shape is a finite collection T of parts of the shape that satisfies the
following three conditions:
(1) The empty shape (0 ) and the shape itself are in T .
(2) The sum (+) of the parts of any subcollection of T is in T .
(3) The product (·) of the parts of any subcollection of T is in T .
One can use the notation (S, T ) to refer to a shape S induced with a topology T . This
definition of a topology can be used on any shape in the algebras Ui, for i ≥ 0. The
focus of this paper, however, is exclusively on shapes in an algebra Ui, when i > 0,
that is to say, on shapes without points.
The members of a topology on a shape are shapes. They are the parts of the shape
that are recognized by a topology. As I explained in Section 2, a shape without points
has uncountably many parts. The requirement that a topology be finite, essentially
implies that a shape without points can be induced with uncountably many different
topologies, each one made up of finitely many parts (infinite topologies on shapes are
not considered in this paper). The collection {0, S} is the smallest finite topology we
can have on any shape S. Unlike with finite sets, there exists no largest finite topology
on a shape without points.
Given a shape S, a topology can be constructed on S based on a collection of
parts that one chooses to recognize or see in S. That is, a collection of parts coming
from an interpretation of the appearance of S. This motivates the following recursive
description of a generated topology.
Recursive description of a generated topology Let P be a finite collection of parts of a shape
S. Define the sets T0, T1, ..., Tn, for a natural number n, recursively as follows:
(i) T0 = P.
(ii) For each k ≥ 1, define Tk to be the collection of all parts that are either the sum of a
finite number of parts in Tk−1 (including the ‘empty sum’ 0 ), or the product of those
parts (including the ‘empty product’ 0 ).
The topology on S generated by P is the union of all sets Tk, for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, or in notation
T = ⋃nk=0 Tk. T consists of those parts that can be generated using (i) and (ii), and only those.
Example 1, in Section 3.4, applies this recursive definition to a concrete example. This
recursive definition can be applied even when a shape S comes already equipped with
a topology T , but one still wants to recognize new parts in S. Suppose P is a collection
of newly recognized parts in S. Set T0 to T ∪ P, and proceed recursively as described
above. The resulting topology is a refinement of the existing topology T on S in terms
of the newly recognized parts in P.
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A note on the terminology. To distinguish between the parts of a shape that are
members of a topology from those that are not, I will use the term open parts to
refer to the parts in a topology. Thus, as a general rule of thumb, on the side of the
terminology, the following two-way implication is assumed:
x is a recognized part of S ⇐⇒ x is open in S, i.e. x is in the topology of S.
Using this terminology, one can say that a topology for a shape S is a collection T of
open parts of S, satisfying the three basic conditions for a topology.
The parts of a shape that are members of a certain topology are the only open parts
of the shape with respect to that topology. Any part of a shape is ‘visible,’ in the sense
that we can see it, but is not necessarily open. A part of a shape is open, if and only
if, it is a member of a topology induced on the shape.
3.2. Basis for a topology on a shape
Instead of working with the entire collection of open parts in a topology, one can define
a smaller collection of parts that describes the topology, i.e. generates all its members.
This collection is called a basis.
Let S be a shape and B a collection of parts of S. B is a basis for a topology on S
if:
(1) The sum of the parts in B is equal to S.
(2) If b1 and b2 are two parts in B, then either exists a third part b3 in B, such that
b1 · b2 = b3, or b1 · b2 is the sum of parts from B.
(3) If b1 and b2 are two parts in B and b1 + b2 is also in B then either b1 + b2 = b1
or b1 + b2 = b2.
If a collection B satisfies the above three requirements, we say that B generates a
topology T on S. This topology is called the shape topology on S. When a shape is
already induced with a topology, the above three requirements can be used to decide
the basis of this topology; this is shown in Example 1. Note that the empty shape is
always included as a member of a basis. It will be usually omitted, however, whenever
a basis is presented explicitly.
Suppose S is a shape and B a basis for a topology T on S. Then, T is equal to the
collection of all sums of elements of B.
Proof. Given C, any open part in T , choose an element bi of B that is embedded in
C, i.e. bi ≤ C. Then, C =
∑
bi, for all such bi in B, so C equals a sum of elements of
B. Conversely, given a collection of elements of B, they are also in T . Because T is a
topology, their sum is also in T .
This statement says that every open part of S in T can be described by basis elements
in B, i.e. it can be expressed as a sum of elements of B. Obviously, all parts in the
collection B are themselves open parts.
In general, a topology can be described with more than one collection of parts, or in
other words, there may be multiple candidates for a ‘basis.’ In fact, any collection of
parts that satisfies condition (1) above is a candidate for a basis (such a collection can
also be called a subbasis, although I will not use this term in this paper). One example
is the topology itself; every topology is a basis for itself. Because the topologies we
deal with here are finite, we have the stronger notion of a reduced basis: a unique
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basis ‘minimal’ enough to describe (i.e. generate) any other possible basis for the same
topology. As shown next, conditions (1) through (3) given above are all that is required
for a collection of parts to be a reduced basis.
A collection of parts B, satisfying conditions (1) through (3), is a reduced basis.
Proof. Let B′ be the reduced basis instead. Then, B′ ⊂ B. It suffices to show that
B ⊂ B′. Given bi an element of B, bi is a sum of elements from B′, since B′ is a basis.
But by condition (3) and B′ ⊂ B, bi must be one of the elements of which it is the
sum.
In the rest of this paper, by a ‘basis’ I will always mean a ‘reduced basis.’
3.3. Relation matrix
A finite topology on a shape determines a partial ordering by embedding (≤) on the
open parts of the shape. This is a consequence of how the part relation is defined for
shapes without points (Section 2.1 ). This ordering can be represented as a matrix in
the following way. (See also Example 1.)
Relation matrix of a shape topology Let S be a shape with a topology T , and B = {b1, ..., bn}
the basis that generates T . The relation matrix, or simply matrixMT corresponding to topol-
ogy T , is a n× n, zero-one matrix, where n is equal to the cardinality of B. An entry of MT
is denoted by mij , where i, j represent the indices of the rows and columns of MT , respec-
tively. Both the horizontal and vertical dimensions ofMT correspond to the same permutation
(b1, ..., bn) of the basis elements. The values of MT are determined by embedding relations
between basis elements as,
mij = 1, if bi ≤ bj and mij = 0, otherwise.
The relation matrix MT corresponding to a topology T on a shape S in Ui, when
i > 0, is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.
Proof. Following is a routine verification thatMT satisfies the three desired proper-
ties.
Reflexive bi ≤ bi, for all basis elements bi, so that mii = 1. Thus, the main diagonal
of MT consists of 1’s.
Transitive bi ≤ bj and bj ≤ bk implies bi ≤ bk, so that mij = 1 and mjk = 1 implies
mik = 1.
Antisymmetric For all basis elements bi, bj , where i 6= j, we have mij = mji = 0 or,
either mij = 1 or mji = 1, in which case mij+mji = 1. In every case, mij+mji 6= 2.
Note that the relation matrix corresponding to a finite topology on a shape made with
points, i.e. a shape in U0, may not necessarily be antisymmetric. This is because the
preorder relation associated with a topology on a shape made with points does not
have to be a partial order; see [4] for details.
3.4. Subshape topology and covering
Suppose S is a shape with a topology T . This topology can be ‘transferred,’ or rela-
tivized, to a part of S that may not be necessarily open in T . The part then inherits
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a topology determined by the existing open parts in T . This motivates the concept of
a subshape topology. Let x be a part of S. The collection,
Tx = { x · C | C an open part in T }
is a topology on x, called the subshape topology.
The open parts in Tx consist of all products of open parts of S with the part
x. Using subshape topology, one can pick an arbitrary part x of S and construct a
topology on x by reusing the existing topology T on S. The subshape topology is a
‘relativization’ of T with respect to x (relativizations were previously discussed in [15],
in a broad context of decompositions of shapes). If the part x is already open, then it
is easily shown that Tx ⊂ T . In fact, if x is equal to S, then obviously Tx = T .
Similar to the definition of a basis for a shape topology, one can have a definition
of a basis for the subshape topology. If B is a basis for the shape topology T on S,
then the collection,
Bx = { x · b | b a basis element in B }
is a basis for the subshape topology Tx on x. The members of Bx consist of all products
between x and all the basis elements in B. Again, if the part x is open, Bx ⊂ B and if
x is equal to S, Bx = B. Example 1 illustrates how to construct subshape topologies
out of an existing topology on a shape. Also, subshape topologies play an important
technical role in this paper in that they enable the possibility of defining topological
connectedness on parts of a shape; this is shown later in Section 7.
When referring to the open parts of a shape, one needs to specify if those parts
are open with respect to a subshape topology or with respect to a shape topology. By
transitivity, if a part is open in a subshape topology Tx on x ≤ S, and x is itself open
in a shape topology T on S, then this part is also open in T . Unless otherwise stated,
an open part will be always assumed to be ‘open’ with respect to a shape topology.
Some further topological concepts are readily refined. A collection of open parts of
S is said to cover S, or to be a covering of S, if the sum of the parts in this collection is
equal to S. A subcovering of S, is a subcollection of a covering that still covers S. (For
example, a basis for a topology on S is automatically a covering for S; the opposite is
not always true.) A covering of a nonempty part x of S is a collection of open parts
of S, such that the sum of the parts in this collection has x as a part.
A complementary idea is the concept of ‘exhaustion.’ It is a rather intuitive concept,
because it depends on how one interprets the appearance of a shape. Suppose you want
to recognize certain parts of a shape S. If the sum of those recognized parts is equal
to S, then this collection of parts will be said to ‘exhaust’ S. For example, the parts
recognized in Figure 12b exhaust the shape in Figure 12a. In Section 2, the parts
recognized in all rows of Figure 6 exhaust the shape in Figure 4a. It is not, however,
necessary for an interpretation of the appearance of S to exhaust S. One may choose
to interpret only some portion of S (not the whole shape); for example, the right shape
in Figure 4c, and the series of shapes in Figure 7, do not exhaust the shape in Figure
4a. In that case, the parts recognized in S do not sum to S, and hence, do not exhaust
S. The concept of exhaustion is now connected with topology.
A topology T on a shape S is said to exhaust S, when the sum of the parts in the
collection T \{S} is equal to S. (The symbol \ stands for the set-theoretic operation of
difference.) Intuitively, if T does not exhaust S, the sum of the parts in the collection
T \ {S} leaves an ‘undivided’ complement relative to S. For example, the topologies
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(a) (b)
Figure 12. (a) A shape and (b) three selected visible parts of this shape.
in Figure 13a, Figure 14a and 14b, exhaust the shape in Figure 12a; the topology in
Figure 14c does not. When a topology T does not exhaust S, the basis that generates
T must include S itself. In other words, if a topology does not exhaust a shape, the
shape itself has to be taken as one of its basis elements.
EXAMPLE 1. Let S be the shape in Figure 12a. Suppose we choose to recognize in S
the three parts shown in Figure 12b. A shape topology T can be defined on S in terms
of those parts using the recursive definition for a generated topology given in Section
3.1. Figure 13a shows the resulting topology on S. The collections of parts in Figure
13b and 13c both generate T . Only the collection in Figure 13c, however, satisfies the
three conditions for a basis; this is a reduced basis for T . Using this basis, the relation
matrix MT corresponding to T can be defined as follows,
≤
1
1 1
1
1
00
0
0
00 0
000
1
Figure 13d shows three different subshape topologies for three different parts of the
same shape S. The reader may want to verify that the structures in Figure 13d are
indeed subshape topologies; the computation of the bases that generate each of those
subshape topologies is left as an exercise.
3.5. Comparing shape topologies
Two or more topologies induced on the same shape can be compared with respect to
the collection of parts that each one of them recognizes. Let T1 and T2 be two topologies
induced on the same shape. Say that T2 is finer (or larger) than T1 if every part in
T1 is also in T2, or in notation, T2 ⊃ T1. In this case, T1 is said to be coarser than T2.
Two topologies T1 and T2 are said to be comparable if either T2 ⊃ T1 or T2 ⊂ T1 holds;
they are not comparable if neither inclusion holds. When both inclusions hold at the
same time, T1 = T2 in which case T1 and T2 recognize exactly the same parts. Figure
14 shows three different topologies induced on the same shape. Topology T2 (Figure
14b) is finer than T1 (Figure 14a), but T1 and T2 are not comparable to T3 (Figure
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Figure 13. (a) A topology induced on the shape in Figure 12a. (b) and (c) are two bases that generate this
topology, where (c) is in reduced form. (d) Three subshape topologies of the shape topology in (a).
14c).
Comparisons of topologies are in a sense comparisons of ‘granularities.’ A compar-
ison of two topologies is often straightforward to make: simply count the number of
open parts in the two given topologies and check if the topology with the fewer pieces
is entirely included in the topology with the most pieces. When the topologies are
instead given by their bases, the following criterion can be used to compare them in
terms of those bases.
Let B1 and B2 be bases that generate topologies T1 and T2, respectively, on the
same shape. Then, the following are equivalent:
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(1) T2 is finer than T1.
(2) For every basis element b in B1, there is a nonempty subcollection of basis ele-
ments in B2 such that the sum of the elements in this subcollection is equal to
b.
There is a corresponding criterion in general topology for comparing two topological
spaces in terms of their bases, which is formulated in terms of points and the basis
elements containing them. For finite topologies on a shape, on the other hand, criterion
(2) gives a part-based comparability method. Intuitively speaking, for two topologies
to be comparable, one of them should have open parts with finer ‘granularity’ and its
basis should be able to describe (i.e. generate) the open parts of the other topology,
with the coarser ‘granularity.’ For example, criterion (2) gives the correct comparability
result between topologies T1 and T2 in Figure 14, i.e. that T2 is finer than T1. For every
element in the basis of T1 one can find a subcollection of elements in the basis of T2
that sums to this element, but the opposite is not possible. Criterion (2) also gives the
correct compatibility results between T1 and T3, and T2 and T3, in the same figure.
Namely, that T3 is not comparable to either T1 or T2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14. Three different shape topologies induced on the shape in Figure 12a. The topologies (a) and (b)
are comparable; topology (c) is not comparable to either (a) or (b).
Comparisons of finite topologies on shapes are interesting from an interpretative,
aesthetic standpoint. A shape can be interpreted aesthetically in a variety of ways, de-
pending on the parts that different viewers choose to see in it. The different topologies
derived from those parts, do not have to be comparable to one another—indeed, the
parts seen by a viewer in a shape do not have to ‘match’ with the parts seen by another
viewer in the same shape (or even by the same viewer at a different time). A shape is
thus a host of non comparable, possibly conflicting and contradictory structures.
4. Closed part, interior and closure
We have established what topology is for a shape without points, how to generate
topologies with bases, and how to compare different topologies on a shape with one
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another. Now we proceed to concepts that are useful for describing parts of a shape
based on certain characteristics of the overall topology induced on it. In particular,
concepts, such as closed part, dense part, interior and closure. There are analogous
concepts for sets and subsets in general topology. For shapes, however, these concepts
obtain an intuitive pictorial interpretation, at times leading to contrasts between their
corresponding concepts in general topology.
Let S be a shape with topology T . A part x of S is said to be closed whenever its
complement relative to S, namely S - x, is open. For example, in Figure 15, part (a) is
closed but not open in the topology in Figure 13a; likewise, parts (b), (c) and (d) are
closed but not open in the first, second and third topology in Figure 13d, respectively.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 15. Parts that are closed but not open in, respectively, (a) the topology in Figure 3a, (b) the first,
(c) second and (d) third topologies in Figure 3d.
Instead of using open parts, one could just as well define a topology on a shape
by giving a collection of closed parts satisfying the same three conditions given in
Section 3.1. One could then define open parts as the complements of closed parts and
proceed in the obvious way. This procedure has no particular technical or conceptual
advantages over the one already adopted.
A part x of S is said to be closed-open if x is both open and closed in T . In
other words, a closed-open part is an open part whose complement is also open. For
example, in any topology the empty shape and the shape itself are always closed-open
parts. The topology in Figure 13a, the second and third topologies in Figure 13d have
additional closed-open parts other than the empty shape and the shape itself—they
are shown in Figure 16a, 16b and 16c, respectively. The first topology in Figure 13d
has no additional closed-open parts.
(b)(a) (c)
Figure 16. Parts that are closed-open in, respectively, (a) the second and (b) third topologies in Figure 13d.
The interior of a part x of S is the sum of all the open parts in T that are embedded
in x. One easily notices that the interior of x is the largest member in T that is
embedded in x. It follows that if x is open, the interior of x is equal to x itself. For
example, in any topology, S is always equal to its interior. If x is not open, the interior
of x is a proper, possibly empty, part of x.
The following is a particularly useful result concerning finite topology on shapes.
For any part x of S, there exists a unique smallest member in T that has x as a part.
Proof. Let x be a part of S and C ≤ S be an open part in T , such that x ≤ C. If D
is another open part in T for which x ≤ D, then, because topologies are closed under
arbitrary products, there must be a third open part E in T , such that x ≤ E = C ·D.
That E is unique follows immediately from the fact that T is finite.
The existence of the unique smallest member supports the following definition,
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which is dual to the concept of interior. The closure of a part x of S is the smallest
member in T that has x as a part. For any part, its closure is determined each time
by the available open parts in a topology. The following is obtained as a consequence
of this: a part x of S is open if and only if x is equal to its closure in T . This fact
appears very useful for proving results about continuity of mappings between shapes
in Section 6.
To introduce some notation, let Intx denote the interior of a part x and x its
closure. The following chained relationship describes how the interior of the part, the
part itself, and the closure of the part are related:
Intx ≤ x ≤ x
The following figure is a pictorial illustration of this relationship for an arbitrary part of
the shape in Figure 12a; its interior and closure are determined based on the topology
in Figure 13a.
≤ ≤
One may expect to name a part that is equal to its closure a ‘closed part’ (for
example, this was how closed parts were defined in [28]). However, this is not in sync
with how finite topologies are defined in this paper. The name closed part is reserved
for a part whose complement is open (but not necessarily itself open). Additionally
note that any visible part of a shape, arbitrarily chosen, can have a closure in a
topology, independently of whether this part, or its complement, is open or not.
It is clear from the given definitions of interior and closure that if a part x of S is
open, then x is equal to both its interior and its closure. This indicates that there is
no real distinction between the interior of an open part, the part itself, and its ‘limits,’
as there is, for example, for open sets and their limit points in a topological space. For
shapes, the closest concept to the notion of ‘limit’ is perhaps that of boundary. Indeed,
shapes do have boundaries. However, as explained in Section 2.1, the boundary of a
shape is not a part of the shape; a shape is not made up of the same basic elements
as its boundary shape. Thus, the closure of a part cannot be considered as the sum
of the part plus its boundary—this would have been closer to the notion of closure of
a subset in a topological space. Instead, the closure of a part that is open is the part
itself; if a part is not open, its closure is the smallest member in the topology that this
part is embedded in.
Denseness can be defined in almost the same way as the homonymous concept in
general topology. Say that a part x of S is dense in T if the product of x with every
nonempty open part of S is nonempty. An equivalent way of defining denseness is to
say that part x is dense if and only if the only closed part of S that has x as a part
is S itself. For example, in Figure 13d the second and third subshape topologies are
defined for dense parts of the shape in Figure 12a; the first subshape topology, in the
same figure, is not. Evidently, for any shape and for any finite topology on it, one can
always find uncountably many dense parts of the shape with respect to this topology.
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5. The ‘space’ of a shape relative to a topology
The set of points onto which one induces a topological structure is known in general
topology as space. A space can be infinite, such as the case of the real number line R
or the real plane R2, or it can be finite, such as the set of labelled vertices of a finite
graph. No matter the choice of the space, it is assumed that the points of this space
are given all at once, ahead of time. Moreover, the points of the space are absolute in
the sense that they are invariant under different topologies. For example, regardless if
the real plane R2 is equipped with a metric topology or with the standard topology
generated by open rectangles, the points of R2 stay the same. Is this also true for
shapes and shape topologies?
The first publication that considered the notion of ‘space’ in conjunction with finite
topology on shapes is [15]. As it is rightly pointed out there, for any given shape,
an underlying space can be determined only relative to a specific topology. In other
words, a topology induced on a shape gives rise to its own underlying space and thus
different topologies for the same shape will give rise to different spaces. To actually
define the ‘space’ of a shape relative to a topology, [15, p. 128] suggests mathematical
machinery originating in the theory of locales (point-free topology, e.g. [22]). Here, an
equivalent, albeit much simpler, approach is suggested, using only material developed
in Section 3 and without appeal to extra machinery: If S is a shape and T a topology
on S, the space underlying S relative to T is precisely the basis B that generates T ,
and the basis elements of B may be called the points of this space (i.e. the ‘points’ of
S relative to T ).
Using the idea that the ‘space’ of a shape without points relative to a topology is
simply the basis that generates this topology, it is possible to cast a given topology T
on a shape into a space-theoretic version T ∗. This is easily shown in an example.
Suppose S is the shape in Figure 12a and T the topology on S in Figure 13a. Then,
the space of S relative to T is the basis B shown in Figure 13b. Let C be any nonempty
open part in T . Define the following set to be the collection of elements of B embedded
in C,
BC = { b ∈ B | b ≤ C }
Then, the collection of sets {BC}C∈T , with the empty set (∅) included, forms a topol-
ogy T ∗ on the space of S. This topology is shown graphically in Figure 17. Notice that
each member of T ∗ is no longer a shape but a set BC . For each set BC , its elements
sum to the corresponding open part C coming from T . Thus, if one computes the sum
of the elements in all sets of T ∗ (and also map the empty set to the empty shape), the
resulting collection of shapes will be equal to the original topology T . By construction,
T and T ∗ are isomorphic structures.
Again, for any shape there is no single absolute space underlying all finite topologies
that can be induced on it. Rather, every different topology induced on a shape specifies
its own underlying space. Contrast this with the companion study presented in [4] on
finite topologies for shapes made with points, where the points of a shape stay absolute
and independent of the particular topologies induced on it.
I note two additional differences between spaces in general topology and ‘spaces’ of
shapes. First, in general topology the points of a space and the basis that generates a
topology on this space are two different and independent things. Here, the basis that
describes a topology on a shape and the space of the shape relative to this topology are
the same thing. Second, the points of a shape relative to a topology are always open,
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Figure 17. A topology induced on the space of the shape in Figure 12a. The space and the topology are
constructed relative to the topology in Figure 13a. Each member of this topology is a set and corresponds to
an open part from the original topology.
because basis elements are open parts. This is not true for topological spaces (finite
or infinite ones). The points of a topological space are not open, unless the space is
discrete.
6. Continuity
6.1. Mappings between shapes
Continuity is an important concept and one of the most foundational ones in topology.
To study continuity, one first needs some appropriate notion of mapping (or function).
In [28], a mapping between two shapes is defined in terms of the parts of the two
shapes. Thus, a mapping can be understood as a certain ‘rule of assignment’ that
assigns to every part of one shape a part of the other shape. Here, I use this pictorial
understanding of mappings and enrich it with further concepts that are required for
studying continuity with shapes.
(a) (b)
Figure 18. Pictorial illustration of mappings between shapes.
A mapping between two shapes can be thought of intuitively as a description of
a spatial transformation of one shape into the other shape. That is why mappings
between shapes are better presented in a pictorial format, such as the mappings in
Figure 18. A mapping may describe how a shape (the whole shape), or part(s) of it, is
transformed by rotation, reflection, translation, or by a linear transformation (or by
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other known transformations), into another shape; for example, the mappings in Figure
18a. A mapping may also describe how a shape is transformed to another by adding
something to it (e.g. Figure 18b, top), or by subtracting (erasing) something from it
(e.g. Figure 18b, bottom). A mapping may also take a shape into itself untouched, in
which case we have a special kind of mapping known as the identity mapping (e.g.
Figure 19). Mappings between shapes are used all the time in practice by designers,
architects and artists. They are one of the most popular ways of creating something
new from something already known.
Denote with f : S1 → S2 a mapping that takes shape S1 to shape S2. The shape
f(S1), obtained by applying f to S1, is called the (unique) image of S1 under f . If
x is a part of S1, denote with f(x) the (unique) image of x under f . The image of x
under f is some part y ≤ S2, such that f(x) = y.
If y is a part of shape S2, denote with f
−1(y) the inverse image of part y in shape
S1. For shapes, the meaning of inverse image of a part is not the same as the meaning
of the homonymous concept in set theory. The inverse image f−1(y) of a part y of S2,
is defined as:
The sum of the parts of S1 whose image under f is embedded in y.
In notation,
f−1(y) =
∑
x,where x ≤ S1 and f(x) ≤ y.
If there are no such parts x of S1 for which f(x) ≤ y, then f−1(y) is equal to the
empty shape. Notation f−1 here represents an operation, namely the operation of
‘inverse image.’ It should not be confused with the inverse mapping of f .
I give two relations connecting images and inverse images of parts of shapes that are
both then used in Section 6.2 for showing certain results about continuous mappings
between shapes. Let f : S1 → S2 be a mapping from shape S1 to shape S2. The
following embedding relations hold for any part x of S1 and any part y of S2:
x ≤ f−1(f(x)) and f(f−1(y)) ≤ y.
Proof. Choose x a part of shape S1 and let f(x) be the image of this part under f .
Then, the inverse image of f(x), in notation f−1(f(x)), is defined as the sum of parts
of S1 whose image under f is embedded in f(x). Because x is one of those parts of
which f−1(f(x)) is the sum, we have x ≤ f−1(f(x)) as desired.
Then, choose y a part of shape S2 and let f
−1(y) be the inverse image of y. The
shape f−1(y) is the sum of parts of S1 whose image under f is embedded in y. Thus,
the image of the sum is also embedded in part y, that is, f(f−1(y)) ≤ y as desired.
6.2. Continuous mappings
In general, a mapping is defined independently of the topologies induced on the two
shapes it connects. A mapping only describes how parts of one shape change, or
transform, into parts of another shape, independently of their respective collections of
open parts. The concept of continuity of a mapping on the other hand is a topological
issue, and it is always studied in terms of the specific collections of open parts induced
on the two shapes. The following definition of continuity of a mapping between shapes
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is patterned along the homonymous concept in general topology.
Let S1 and S2 be two shapes and, respectively, T1 and T2 be the topologies induced
on them. A mapping f : S1 → S2 is said to be continuous if for each open part of S2
in T2, the part f−1(D) is an open part of S1 in T1.
The place where this definition of continuity diverges from the classical one for sets,
is in the meaning of the ‘inverse image’ f−1(D), which for shapes is defined as given
in Section 6.1. An application of this definition of continuity is illustrated in Example
2, for the case of an identity mapping.
Several different but equivalent methods of checking if a given mapping between
shapes is continuous can be devised. Following is one method, which checks how parts
are related with their closures under a given mapping. Let f : S1 → S2 be a mapping
from shape S1 to shape S2, and, respectively, T1 and T2 be the topologies induced on
them. Then, the following are equivalent:
(1) f is continuous.
(2) For every part x of S1, one has f(x) ≤ f(x).
Proof. The statement in (2) follows from (1). Let x be any part of shape S1, and D
be the smallest member in T2 that has f(x) as a part. Because D is open, f(x) = D by
definition (see Section 4 ). Moreover, f is continuous by assumption, and so f−1(D) is
open in T1. The shape f−1(D) has x as a part, because x is one of the parts of which
f−1(D) is the sum. We thus have x ≤ x ≤ f−1(D) or f(x) ≤ f(f−1(D)) ≤ D, so that
f(x) ≤ f(x), as desired.
In the opposite direction, assume condition (2) is true for every part x of S1. Let
D be an open part in T2. Then, D = D by definition. It suffices to show that f−1(D)
is open in T1, or equivalently, that f−1(D) is equal to its closure it T1, i.e. f−1(D) =
f−1(D). That f−1(D) ≤ f−1(D), holds by definition. To show the reverse embedding,
consider that f(f−1(D)) ≤ f(f−1(D)) by assumption. But, f(f−1(D)) ≤ D = D,
which implies f(f−1(D)) ≤ D, and so f−1(D) ≤ f−1(D), as desired.
Notice in the above proof that all arguments are formulated only in terms of embed-
ding relations between parts and use basic facts about topologies for shapes introduced
in previous sections of this paper.
Few off-the-shelf mappings between shapes are guaranteed to be continuous. Two
examples are the following. Given f : S1 → S2 and g : S2 → S3, the composite mapping
g ◦f : S1 → S3, that transforms a part x of shape S1 to the part f(x) of shape S2, and
then to the part g(f(x)) of shape S3, is continuous when the individual component
mappings, f and g, are continuous (it is a simple exercise to show this is true). A
constant mapping f : S1 → S2, that assigns to all parts x of S1 a single part y0 ≤ S2,
is continuous. To see this, consider that if an open part C of S2 has y0 as a part, the
inverse image of C under f is equal to shape S1, which is open; otherwise, if C does
not have y0 as a part, then its inverse image under f is equal to the empty shape,
which is also open.
EXAMPLE 2. Let T1 and T2 be the two comparable topologies shown in Figure 19b
and 19c, respectively. Both topologies are induced on the same shape. For ease of
reference, call S the shape induced with topology T1 and S′ the same shape induced
with topology T2. Define the mapping f : S′ → S to be the identity map f(y) = y, for
all parts y of S′, which is shown diagrammatically in Figure 19a. Mapping f is not
continuous. The inverse image f−1(C) is not open in T2 for all parts C open in T1.
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On the other hand, the inverse mapping of f , namely, f−1 : S → S′ is continuous,
because (f−1)−1(D) = f(D) is open in T1, for all parts D open in T2. Because the two
topologies are defined on the same shape, this implies that every open part in T2 is also
an open part in T1. Hence, T1 is finer than T2.
(b)
(a)
(c)
S S’
f
Figure 19. An example illustrating the continuity of an identity mapping between shapes. (a) A mapping f
from shape S′ induced with the topology in (c) to the same shape S induced with the topology in (b).
7. Topological connectedness
7.1. Visual versus structural connectedness
The last topic of this paper is about the topological concept of connectedness. A first
attempt is to approach this concept visually, that is, by way of how a shape ‘looks.’
One may say that a shape looks connected, if it comes as a one whole piece or if
it is made of parts that touch. It does not look connected, if it comes as a sum of
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two or more non-touching parts. I refer the reader to a nice coverage of the concept
of ‘touching’ for shapes in [29, pp. 171-173], and bypass further presentation here.
Figure 20 classifies examples of shapes according to whether they look connected or
disconnected in this visual sense.
visually
connected
visually
disconnected
Figure 20. Examples of shapes that look connected and shapes that look disconnected.
The concept of topological connectedness I want to examine in this section, however,
is very different from this visual approach to connectedness. Topological connected-
ness is about structure, visual connectedness (in the way I explained it above) is about
appearance, i.e. the way a shape ‘looks.’ To obtain a topological formulation of con-
nectedness, one needs to define connectedness in terms of the open parts in a topology
assigned on a shape, not on the shape’s appearance. One may reasonably ask then, do
shapes that ‘look connected,’ yield connected topologies always? Similarly, do shapes
that ‘look disconnected’ yield disconnected topologies always? As it is shown below,
neither of the two questions necessarily has ‘yes’ as an answer.
First, some terminology. Let S be a shape and T a topology on S. By separation
of S, define a pair C, D of nonempty disjoint open parts in T , such that C + D =
S. Say that S is connected if there exists no separation of S in T ; otherwise, S is
disconnected.
This definition of connectedness gives the following result. A shape S with a topology
T is connected if and only if the only parts of S in T that are closed-open are the
empty shape and S itself. It is easy to see that if there is another part x of S (other
than S or the empty shape) that is closed-open in T , then there exists an obvious
separation of S, namely x and its complement S - x, since they are both open in T ,
they are disjoint and they sum to S.
Some of the topologies given so far can be examined with respect to connectedness.
The shape in Figure 12a with the topology in Figure 13a is disconnected. The same
shape with the topologies in Figures 14a and 14c is connected, but with the topology in
Figure 14b is disconnected. The shape in Figure 19a, with either one of the topologies
in Figure 19b and 19c, is connected.
Connectedness is obviously a topological property, since it is determined exclusively
in terms of the collection of open parts of a shape. In its basic formulation given
above, it comes without much alteration from its classical version, since the topic
itself is already point-free. This is misleading, however, because not all constructions
associated with connectedness work the same way for shapes as they do for sets; see
Section 7.2. Moreover, in the case of shapes, connectedness throws additional light in
the relationship between structure and appearance. The key insight here is that the
appearance of a shape is decoupled from the structures (topologies) induced on it. This
plays an important role for connectedness.
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Consider the following illustration. Suppose S is the shape in Figure 21a. Then, S
can be interpreted visually as the sum of three nontouching parts, say S = s1 + s2
+ s3; the labelling of the parts in the figure is arbitrary. Based on the appearance
of S, it can be said that S ‘looks disconnected’; it is made up of three non touching
pieces. However, the appearance of S is not necessarily an indication of a disconnected
topological structure. Suppose now S is induced with the two topologies shown in
Figures 21b and 21c. According to the definition of connectedness for shapes, only
the right topology (Figure 21c) makes S topologically disconnected; it contains a
separation of S. The left topology (Figure 21b) keeps S topologically connected; it
contains no separation of S.
(b) (c)
(a)
s2 s3
s1
Figure 21. (a) A shape S made up of three non-touching parts, i.e. S = s1 + s2 + s3. (b), (c) Two different
topologies on S. The shape is disconnected only with respect to the topology in (c).
This example signals that if a shape ‘looks disconnected,’ it does not necessarily
mean that it is induced with a disconnected topological structure. Likewise, if a shape
‘looks connected’ it does not necessarily mean that it is induced with a connected
topological structure. It is worth comparing this result with corresponding scenarios
from general topology.
Suppose we were to define the shape S in Figure 21a as the union of three (open)
subsets of points of the real plane R2, induced with subspace topology (i.e. say s1,
s2 and s3 are sets of points and S = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ s3). S, as a subspace of R2, would
have to be automatically rendered disconnected. Each one of the sets s1, s2 and s3
is nonempty and open, and their union forms a separation of S (alternatively, S in
this case is a set made up of disjoint nonempty subsets, no two of which share limit
points; see [21]). Similar conclusions can be gained in others ways, too. Suppose S
were instead a subspace of the real line R, i.e. an interval on the real line. Then, S
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would have to be automatically rendered connected, because R itself is connected and
so are all intervals in R. On the other hand, S as a line, that is to say, as a shape in
an algebra of shapes U1, can be connected or disconnected, in any number of different
ways, depending on the open parts recognized in the line.
Again, for any shape without points, topological connectedness is a property that
depends only on the open parts of a topology assigned on the shape, no matter how
the shape looks. Appearance stays decoupled from structure. As a bottomline:
The appearance of a shape says nothing about its possible underlying structures.
Structures—topologies in this case—are a result of the parts recognized in a shape,
that is to say, a result of seeing.
7.2. Further characterizations of connectedness for shapes
The concept of topological connectedness can be applied not only to shapes but also
to parts of shapes. For a subshape topology associated with a part of a shape (Section
3.4 ), a useful way of formulating the definition of connectedness is the following.
Let S be a shape with topology T . If x is a part of S with subshape topology Tx,
a separation of x is a pair of disjoint nonempty parts A, B in Tx, such that A + B
= x. The part x is connected, if there exists no separation of x in Tx; otherwise, x is
disconnected. Note here the parts A, B are open (and hence closed) in Tx, but may
not necessarily be open in T .
In general topology, the corresponding formulation of connectedness for subspaces
requires the subsets forming a separation to not only be disjoint, but to also not share
limit points, i.e. each subset forming a separation must be disjoint from the closure
of the other [21]. This is automatically granted with shapes. If two open parts in a
topology (or a subshape topology) form a separation, then their closures are disjoint,
because open parts are equal to their closures (see Section 4 ).
The three subshape topologies given earlier in Figure 13d can be used for an illus-
tration of connectedness. The first subshape topology in the figure does not contain a
separation of the part for which it is defined; this part is thus connected with respect to
this subshape topology. The second and third subshape topologies in the same figure
contain separations of the parts they are defined for; both parts are thus disconnected
with respect to these subshape topologies.
A shape S with topology T can be connected, but certain open parts of S may not be
connected in their respective subshape topologies. Hence, the following complementary
notion. Say that S is relatively disconnected, if S is connected in T and there is a
nonempty open part C of S, with C 6= S, such that TC contains a separation of C. If
S has no such open part, then S is relatively connected.
For example, the shape in Figure 19a, with either one of the topologies in Figure
19b and 19c, is connected but relatively disconnected. This example illustrates the
following more general observation about connectedness. That is, if a shape is relatively
connected, then it is certainly connected; the opposite, however, is not necessarily true.
A reasonable way of extending this notion of ‘relative disconnectedness’ is to ask
whether it is possible to have a finite topology for a shape in which every nonempty
open part is disconnected in its associated subshape topology. This is not straight-
forward though. Because topologies for shapes are finite, open parts cannot be par-
titioned indefinitely. There must be certain ‘minimal’ open parts in a finite topology
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that have to be connected in their subshape topologies, even if every other nonempty
open part, besides those ‘minimal’ ones, is disconnected. Before stating what those
‘minimal’ open parts may be, it is worth revisiting the well-known notion of a totally
disconnected space in general topology, which is based on a somewhat similar, though
not identical, idea.
A totally disconnected space is one in which the only connected subspaces are the
one-point sets [21]. In other words, the so-called ‘minimal’ parts (subsets) of the space
that must be connected are the singleton sets. This definition of total disconnectedness
works for both finite and infinite spaces of points, without trouble. Shapes, however,
are neither finite nor infinite spaces of points. Thus, the point-set theoretic definition
of total disconnectedness cannot be applied to shapes in a direct manner. There is,
however, an ‘indirect’ way of associating a shape with a totally disconnected space. It
is based on the infinite Boolean algebra associated with every shape and its parts in an
algebra Ui, when i > 0 (see Section 2.1 ). In particular, there is a well-known topological
formulation of the Stone representation theorem that establishes a connection between
the class of Boolean algebras and a special class of topological spaces known as Stone
spaces [8]. This connection has been used in the past, for example in [7] and [29],
to associate the infinite Boolean algebra of a shape in Ui, when i > 0, with a Stone
space, i.e. a type of totally disconnected space, where parts of the shape correspond
to closed-open sets. In this topological space, every possible part of the shape is, in
principle, open (and hence closed)—intuitively, no part is favored over another in this
space.
Going back to finite topologies now, it would be interesting to have a reasonable
formulation of total disconnectedness that relies only on the open parts recognized
in a specific finite topology on a shape. The concept of a basis for a finite topology
(Section 3.2 ) is what we need here to obtain a ‘finite version’ of total disconnectedness.
As implied in Section 5, the basis elements are the closest we can get to the concept
of ‘points’ for shapes in Ui, when i > 0. A useful formulation is the following.
Let S be a shape and B a basis for a topology T on S. Then, S with the topology
T is totally disconnected, if B consists of pairwise disjoint parts only.
An example of a topology that makes the shape in Figure 12a totally disconnected
(in this finite sense), is shown in Figure 22. The basis elements of this topology are
the four nonempty open parts in the bottom row.
If a shape S with finite topology T is totally disconnected, then it can be shown that
every nonempty open part of S in T , except the basis elements, must be disconnected
in its associated subshape topology. The opposite, however, is not always true.
Proof. Given C, any nonempty open part of S, TC is its subshape topology. If C is
not a basis element, C can be written as a sum C · b1 + ...+C · bm = C, where bi ∈ B
and bi ≤ C. Because the bi’s are disjoint, C · bi’s are also disjoint. Hence, there must
be two nonempty disjoint parts A, B in TC , such that C · b1 + ... + C · bk = A and
C · bk+1 + ... + C · bm = B, for some 1 ≤ k < m. Thus, A + B = C. If C is a basis
element, then C does not have a separation, because A = C and B = 0.
For the opposite argument, it is not hard to exhibit a topology in which all open
parts, except the basis elements, have a separation but the topology itself is not totally
disconnected, i.e. basis elements are not disjoint parts. One such topology is in Figure
14b, where the shape itself must be taken as one of the basis elements.
The merits of the finite approach to total disconnectedness become more clear when
one connects it back to the idea of interpretation of the appearance of a shape, as dis-
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Figure 22. A topology that makes the shape in Figure 12a totally disconnected.
cussed in Section 2. Intuitively speaking, given any shape, one can obtain a totally
disconnected topology on the shape by ‘viewing’ it as the sum of disjoint parts, what-
ever those parts might be—this is a kind of exhaustive interpretation of the appearance
of the shape. Thus, a shape without points may become totally disconnected in a vari-
ety of ways, indeed indefinitely many, depending on different exhaustive ‘views’ of its
appearance.
When a shape is totally disconnected, several other characteristics can be stated
about its topology. Let a shape S with topology T be totally disconnected and let B
be the basis of T . The following are equivalent statements:
(1) S is totally disconnected.
(2) T consists of closed-open parts only.
(3) T corresponds to a finite Boolean algebra over the closed-open parts of S, with
bottom element the empty shape and top element S itself.
Proof. The proofs of implications (1) through (3) are almost automatic. To see that
(1) implies (2), consider that S is the sum of basis elements b1, ..., bn of B. Given C,
any open part in T , a subcollection of those elements must sum to C, i.e. b1 + ...+ bk
= C, for some k ≤ n. Then, rewrite S as, C+ bk+1 + ...+ bn = S, so that bk+1 + ...+ bn
= S − C. The left-hand side of the latter equality is an open part in T , because it is
the sum of basis elements. Thus, C and its relative complement S −C are open in T ,
and therefore C is closed-open.
To show that (2) implies (3), it suffices to see that topology T concretely defines a
finite Boolean algebra: T is closed under finite sums, and every member in T comes
with its complement relative to the top element S, since every member is closed-open.
The rest of the operations that may characterize this Boolean algebra, for example
finite product and symmetric difference, can all be recovered from relative complements
and finite sums. This Boolean algebra is finite and therefore complete and atomic. Its
atoms coincide with the basis elements of T .
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To see that (3) implies (1), consider that any two distinct atoms of the finite Boolean
algebra determined by T are by definition disjoint parts.
Finally, let us also note here, without proof, that the finite Boolean algebra determined
by a totally disconnected topology on a shape in an algebra Ui, when i > 0, is a
subalgebra of the infinite Boolean algebra associated with this shape and its parts.
8. Discussion
8.1. Defining further topological constructions for shapes
Though certainly not exhaustive, Sections 3 through 7 show that a wide range of
topological constructions can be defined in a rigorous manner directly with shapes
without points. Many other constructions are possible though, and here I will briefly
go through some of them. One of the topics I left without mention is that of the so-
called countability and separation axioms. Traditionally, these axioms reflect properties
of the overall topological structure assigned to an object and are more often used in
the study of infinite objects as opposed to finite ones (consult [17] and [21] for the
required background).
The countability axioms depend on the coverings and the basis of a topology. Using
the definitions for covering and basis given in this paper, one could mimic some of
the countability axioms in the context of shapes in a straightforward way. For exam-
ple, any shape with any finite topology is second-countable: a topology on a shape
is indeed generated by a countable basis. It can also be said to be Lindelo¨f, because
every covering of a shape in a topology can be trivially interpreted as a countable
subcovering of itself. Note, this latter property automatically implies that shapes with
finite topologies are compact. All that the countability axioms tell for shapes, how-
ever, is that there is a clear restriction in the number of open parts their topologies
possess—but this is a natural consequence of the fact that these topologies are always
finite and only finitely many parts are recognized in shapes.
The separation axioms depend on how members of a topology are ‘separated’ by
certain other members that are disjoint from one another. In general, they are defined
in terms of points, and so a direct transfer to shapes is not always possible or intuitive.
For example, the T0 separation axiom is not really applicable to shapes in Ui, for i > 0,
because it refers to the separation of points. (It is applicable, however, to shapes made
with points, i.e. shapes in U0, as shown in [4].) A way to formulate separation axioms
for topologies on shapes is to cast some of the axioms (when reasonably applicable) in
terms of embedding relations between open parts. The normal and regular separation
axioms, for example, can be mimicked with embedding relations in a rather straight-
forward way. The interested reader may want to refer to how separation axioms are
formulated in the context of locale theory, where the interest is on relations between
open sets of a topological space as opposed to points; for example, see [22, pp. 73–92].
Because countability and separation axioms refer only to characteristics of a topo-
logical structure, they are not as illuminating for shapes and their pictorial nature as
the other concepts I have covered in this paper are. As a general rule of thumb, the
concepts concerning topology that are more meaningful to pursue for shapes, are those
that shed light on how the pictorial and spatial nature of shapes interacts and influ-
ences the structures that can be possibly induced on them. In other words, concepts
that emphasize the interface between the structure and appearance of shapes.
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Other topics I have not discussed, but which are plausible to pursue for shapes,
are the constructions of product topologies, homeomorphisms, neighborhood systems
and metrizability. The definition of a continuous mapping given in Section 6.2 can
be used to obtain a working notion of a homeomorphism between two shapes. Then,
one may reasonably ask questions of the sort, is a square and a triangle, as shapes in
an algebra U1, still homeomorphic to each other? How about a square and a circle?
The concept of a ‘neighborhood system’ can be approached through the concept of a
topological filter. The only detail here is that for every part of a shape, the filter must
be defined in terms of the specific open parts that this part is embedded in (some
relevant discussion can be found in [7] and [15]). With respect to metrizability, under
what conditions are topologies on shapes metrizable? Is there something meaningful to
say about the relationship between metrizable topologies for shapes and the classical
metric spaces in general topology? Additionally, in light of the ‘point-free’ framework
of topology on shapes given in this paper, one may reasonably ask what happens with
the classical notion of convexity. What are ‘convex shapes without points,’ so to speak?
(For this latter question, the recent work on point-free convex geometry presented in
[19] may provide an initial scaffolding.)
It would be also interesting to see if (and what) extensions are required to the
material developed in this paper in order to accommodate topology on shapes made
with weights (e.g. colors, thicknesses, and so on) or shapes made with basic elements
from composite algebras. For example, how would a topology be defined when a shape
is made up of both points and lines or both lines and planes? What properties can be
stated about this topology? Last, it may also worth asking if and how infinite topologies
can be constructed with shapes without points, and what topological constructions of
this paper transfer ‘smoothly’ in the infinite case.
8.2. Mathematics of shapes (in design and the visual arts)
While the material presented in this paper is based on ideas that overlap with existing
branches of topology in mathematics (e.g. general topology, finite combinatorial topol-
ogy), it is not particularly suitable to consider topology on shapes without points as a
special case or a different ‘version’ of those existing areas. The reason for this, as stated
many times in this paper, is the clear change in the object of study: from sets of points
(finite or infinite ones), which are the canonical objects of general topology and related
branches and specializations, to shapes without points, which are finite objects but
infinitely divisible and have properties similar to spatial-pictorial materials in art and
design (drawings, physical models, and the like). In numerous occasions in this paper,
this change has led us to alternative formulations and adaptations of classical topolog-
ical constructions. Altogether, these constructions support and magnify the main goal
stated in the introduction, that is, the construction of topology from the ground up
directly with shapes without points. The ‘mathematics of shapes’ then is interesting
to pursue, not by injecting shapes with number or set-theoretic like properties, but
by asking what mathematical constructions are intuitive to formulate directly with
shapes, and conversely, what modifications do shapes bring into those constructions.
It is worth a reminder, in conclusion, that the development of mathematical ideas
for shapes (algebra and topology, for instance) is driven by intuitions coming from
the work of architects, designers, or artists. This is not really what we find to be the
motivation and the origin of intuitions that drive the mathematics literature. The
approach I have taken in this paper toward developing a finite topology on shapes
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appears to be distinct from purely mathematical approaches for the simple reason that
its starting point is not mathematics. The starting point and the main motivation is
design and the visual arts. All the constructions presented in this paper are driven by
pictorial and spatial intuitions coming from those areas.
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